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N

ow in its seventh year, the Energy and Mines World
Congress held annually in Toronto has become an
accurate barometer of renewable energy interest
and initiatives in the mining sector. The latest edition, which took place on December 2-4, 2019 at the
Marriott Downtown Hotel, was attended by 350 mining and energy
executives, and marked a historic shift in the conversation: whether
or not miners will decarbonize their energy sources and processes
is no longer a question — it is a given.
The focus is now on how they will achieve this, and the debate is
reaching an unprecedented level of granularity and depth. 2019 was
a record year for renewable energy in mining, with over 4,500 MW
of project announcements — over four times the previous record of
around 900 MW in 2018.
This is the result of a combination of factors: renewable energy is now
cheaper than conventional energy; diesel and grid electricity prices

Graph 1 - Renewable Energy in Mining Project Announcements (juwi)
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Nick Holland,
CEO, Gold Fields at
Energy and Mines
World Congress,
Toronto

are volatile and generally too high to sustain mines increasing energy
requirements as they dig deeper and deeper to find minerals; and
investors are putting pressure on mining companies to decarbonize
their operations.
As keynote speaker Nick Holland, CEO of Gold Fields, put it: “Mines
are getting deeper and more remote. Rock is getting harder, we need
more energy to crush it. Energy cost has grown exponentially, and in
five to ten years, it will be a lot more expensive still. Carbon taxes are
happening. If we don’t do something different on energy, we won’t be
in business in 10 years.”
Gold Fields itself has committed to reducing CO2 emissions by
800,000 tonnes between 2017 and 2020, which is equivalent to 60%
of its 2018 Scope 1 and 2 emissions. It plans to achieve this by switching to lower-carbon fuel sources such as natural gas, implementing
renewable energy technology, renegotiating energy contracts towards
low-carbon sources and investing in energy efficiency initiatives.
5

Many early movers presented their latest projects at the conference:
B2Gold’s Fekola solar hybrid plant, scheduled to be completed in August
2020, will allow the mine to shut down three heavy fuel oil (HFO) generators during daylight hours, saving it US$9mn a year for a four-year
payback period, and removing 39,000 tonnes of CO2 from the atmosphere annually. Newmont Goldcorp’s fully electrified underground mine
fleet at Borden has allowed for a safer and more pleasant environment
for workers, as well as reducing ventilation costs. Nouveau Monde
Graphite is building the world’s first zero-emission open-pit mine in
Quebec, with operations scheduled to begin in 2022. Teck Resources
has started the electrification journey on its mobile equipment, which
is responsible for 39% of the company’s carbon emissions. And Vale
has enabled the expansion of its operations at Voisey’s Bay with 22.4
MW of wind power, displacing 10.3 million liters of diesel a year.
Aside from the flurry of projects that were presented, some new themes
emerged at this year’s conference, denoting the growing maturity of
mining decarbonization initiatives.

Beyond life of mine
For the first time this year, the idea of life of mine as the central element
in the decision to invest or not in renewables was put in question, and
more than once. Stakeholders seem to have realized that installing
solar or wind capacity on site can be about more than powering the
mine for the duration of operations.
First, clean energy and electrification can be a powerful argument
in community negotiation before building new facilities. Aside from
making the site itself cleaner and quieter, these technologies can
continue to power the community long after the mine is gone. “The
history of energy and mining are so tied together. If you’re going to
put a facility in place, part of your negotiation with the community
is that the facility becomes an asset to them in the future, said Ian
Brodie-Brown, Director of Business Development at AurCrest.
Additionally, it can be another source of returns if the mining company owns the assets: Vale’s Energy Management Lead Jeff Pagnutti
pointed out that the company used to own and operate most of the
distribution network at its Sudbury operation.
6
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And of course, there is the social value of the renewable assets. At a
pitch session organized by the Canadian Trade Commissioner Service
(TCS), Dennis Stansbury, Senior Vice President of Engineering and
Project Evaluation at B2Gold, explained that his firm is looking at
donating a solar farm in Namibia to a local wildlife park after the
mine closes down.
It’s time to move away from focusing on life of mine, and to focus
more on the sustainability of the whole systems and of the communities that will remain after the mine ends operations. “The idea of a
mine being the perpetual offtaker for any project that is done, is the
wrong metric, and we need to change that,” said Johnny Key, Director
of Energy and Power Solutions at Freeport-McMoRan, suggesting
potential payback as an example of a better metric.
A presentation by Luke Mahoney, Global Head of Geology, Mine
Engineering, Geotechnical and Technology and Innovation at Vale
Base Metals, focusing on the need for collaboration in the industry
also suggested that miners have to look beyond their own individual

Graph 2 - Renewables in Mining shifting from Early Growth to Mainstream (juwi)
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interests when making energy decisions. “We’ve now given ourselves
the targets but collaboration is the only way we can get scale and
speed,” Mahoney said.
However, this desire to go beyond life of mine as a decisive factor may
be blocked by credit considerations, as it is still a key element in credit
applications. Frank Kelly, Director of Extractive Industries at EDC,
explained that “the matching of the timelines associated with the
mine life” is one of the funders’ main considerations when deciding
whether or not to support a renewable project at a mine. “What do
you do with residual assets when the mine closes? Operating power
plants is not mines’ core competency,” he added.

Need for commercial innovation
While the technical innovation around wind and solar energy, battery
storage and even hydrogen and other alternative fuels never seems to
stop, commercial innovation is lacking, according to speakers at the
conference. Kelly was the first to point this out: “We need a contractual business model for miners that can’t spend much of their own

Graph 3 - Collaborative initiatives models will depend on clarity of challenge, commitment and willingness to share (Vale)
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Monica Banting from
PWC discussing PPAs
with Frank Kelly
from EDC

capital in energy projects. Technological innovation has outpaced
commercial innovation in the last 15 years. We have to move away
from the offtaker passing on all the risk and cost.”
At a panel session about mining corporate power purchase agreements (PPAs), representatives from banks and independent power
producers (IPPs) touched upon what makes a good renewable contract, and the challenges they have in providing flexibility for miners.
Ignacio des Rio, director at the Energy and Infrastructure Group of
Credit Agricole, pointed out how important a country’s regulation is
in facilitating PPAs: “Chile is where we have seen a lot of PPAs, because
it has a very modern, open and flexible power legal framework which
allows international investors to come in. Companies can easily sign
a renewable energy PPA. We see other countries in the region and the
world following those footsteps. Brazil is about to pass a law in congress
allowing companies like Vale to sign dollarized PPAs, for example.”
9

But for Clément Faure, Head of Business Development, Mining and
Hybrids at Total Eren, the challenge in building a financeable PPA
often comes from a lack of understanding between the different stakeholders. “The key point is to make sure that you have a deep and fully
aligned risk allocation between the miner and the IPP. Discussions
with lenders specialized in the renewable energy space are totally
different from our discussions with mining lenders,” he said.
It’s important to determine the right contract and type of financing
depending on the size of the project. “Treating a smaller power project
as a true project finance initiative, could make due diligence costs a
hindrance,” said the EDC’s Kelly. “What are the underlying economics
and is it better suited to be handled as a PPA or as a captive power
source undertaken by the mining company itself? For small energy
projects, maybe project finance is not the best, it could be done with
corporate finance or leasing for example,” he suggested.

Mobile electrification roadblocks
The electrification of mobile equipment is one of miners’ main areas
of focus when it comes to reducing their emissions. The last day of the
conference focused exclusively on decarbonizing material movement,
with OEMs presenting the latest innovations, and miners exposing
the challenges they have yet to overcome.
Gold Field’s Holland explained that there is a “pressing need to move
away from diesel-operated equipment, especially underground”,
and many miners presented their electrification strategies. Andrew
Schinkel, Senior Electrical Engineer at Kirkland Lake Gold’s Macassa
Mine, talked about lessons learned as a first mover. According to him,
electric equipment options have increased and improved since Macassa
began the journey in 2011. “The first machines on offer were only one
size of scoop and truck. Currently, scoops range from 4 tonnes to 14
tonnes and trucks between 20 tonnes and 50 tonnes,” he pointed out.
Newmont Goldcorp is also implementing a battery-powered fleet at
the Borden Mine, and Maarten Van Koppen, Manager of Energy and
Sustainability at the firm, laid out the various challenges that had to
be overcome to achieve this. These included design uncertainty, since
literature on ventilation design criteria for electric fleets is limited,
10
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technical setbacks such as storage temperature issues for batteries
or charger malfunctioning caused by harmonics, and a shortage of
skilled technicians for the electric fleet.
However, options still lack for larger equipment. MacLean Engineering,
a Canadian OEM specializing in battery-electric equipment, said
it generally produces vehicles in the 50,000-70,000-pound weight
class. “Currently, batteries for a 42-tonne truck would not give the
range expected for underground mining,” said Patrick Marshall, Vice
President of Product Management. The company is exploring fast
charging, which could power a 40-tonne truck in 12 minutes, but this
technology is still in development.

Graph 4 - Battery Powered Fleet Business Considerations (Newmont Goldcorp)
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Hydrogen seems like a better option for larger equipment, with fuel
cell equipment provider Ballard currently working on retrofitting a
200-tonne truck, and expecting to be able to retrofit even 400-tonne
trucks over time. But hydrogen technology and regulations still require fine-tuning at this point, so this is not an immediate solution.
B2Gold’s Stansbury pointed out that while zero-emission equipment is in development, the company is looking at retrofitting its
diesel trucks with natural gas, but again, there is a lack of options on
the market. “Caterpillar has a dual-fuel engine but not for all their
trucks. There’s an issue with OEMs to get these engines out there. In
the next few years, we could cut emissions drastically if technology
would just step it up a little,” he said.

Automation as a catalyst
It is becoming evident that in order to achieve the maximum potential
of mine electrification, equipment will need to be automated, removing
the human element. Geoffrey Ejwenberg, Chief Client Officer and CoCEO at electric truck manufacturer BEHAULT, said: “Electrification
and automation go together. It’s not simply about taking the human
out of the equation, there’s a lot more value to be captured: the trucks
won’t be as battered, for example.”

Graph 5 - Automation as an Enabler of Electrification (Volvo)
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Neha Singh from
Pace on Small Modular
Nuclear panel with
Mayor Blair Skinner
of Pinawa, Manitoba

Volvo Construction Equipment’s global key accounts manager David
Nus presented the company’s ‘Electric Site’ project, an emissions-free
quarry located in Sweden, with very interesting insights. In the design
process, Volvo compared the planned performance of replacing 50
tonne diesel wheel loaders and 40 tonne diesel rigid trucks with the
same number of electric machines of the same size, a higher number
of smaller electric machines, and an even higher number of small,
electric and autonomous carriers combined with cable machinery. It
concluded that swapping large vehicles with electric versions of the
same size was not doable, as batteries would have to be very large,
leading to high costs of components and infrastructure power. On
the other hand, a larger fleet of smaller vehicles would increase the
number of operators on site, raising overall costs. Volvo therefore
opted for eight 15 tonne autonomous carriers, requiring less charging power and no operators.
13

The project aimed to cut carbon emissions by 95% and cost per tonne
by 25% at the quarry. It achieved 98% carbon reduction, and 70%
and 40% drops in energy and manpower costs, respectively.
Mats Eriksson, president of the load and haul division at Sandvik,
also believes automation and a complete rethink of operations will
be needed to achieve full mine site electrification. “How do you get
the whole organization to rethink? You need the whole company
aligned to make the change: it is not about replacing the current
infrastructure but about rethinking the whole way of doing it. That’s
our obstacle,” he said during an OEM panel on addressing mining’s
demand for decarbonized fleets.
But automation will have workforce and business model implications
for the miners themselves and their OEMs: it will lead to a lower
headcount, but is likely to make the industry more attractive to millennials. It will increase the need for good communication systems,
and may present cybersecurity risks, as autonomous fleets will be
coordinated online.

No silver bullet
Finally, it is becoming very clear that there is no silver bullet for mine
site decarbonization. Miners explained that their first priority is still
increasing shareholder returns, which makes it difficult to justify retrofitting brownfield sites and sacrificing functional equipment that
has already been paid for. As Vale’s Pagnutti commented: “Trying
to modernize a 100-year old operation is challenging, so we need to
put the best technology forward for the future.”
A case-by-case analysis is always required, and all stakeholders must
be agile in their thinking. “The challenge is how to integrate the different choices regarding cost, reliability and carbon footprint,” said
Stephen Flewelling, Chief Development officer at Noront Resources.
“We sometimes think a mine is a static thing we only design once,
but that’s going to change, we’re going to build evolution into the
mine plan.”
Of course, mid-tier miners face more difficulties in implementing
clean technology innovations, since they are disposed of lower cash
14
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resources. But many now have a financial incentive to start the process. Andrew Wilson, Energy Manager at Detour Gold, explained:
“Because we are mid-tier, we are extremely vulnerable to cash flow
fluctuations and don’t have the resources bigger companies have
to tackle these issues. But over the past year, we have gone through
a process to be sold, and realized there was more of an ESG investment that we weren’t necessarily targeting.”
Finally, the elephant in the room is that commodity prices are not
linked to the sustainability of their production, which means that
miners do not get a commercial advantage from implementing clean
solutions. Noront Resources’ Flewelling summed up the issue when
he said: “The investment community has to be more discerning in
terms of which companies they invest in. There is no link between
the price of a commodity and the way it is produced. As long as the
price is agnostic to the production method, the cheapest producer
will win.”
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Mine fleet
decarbonization:
a new driver for
renewables
As the attention around decarbonization grows in global industries,
many miners are looking at fleet electrification to help them achieve the
greatest carbon reductions. On average, around 30% of the sector’s
greenhouse gas emissions come from diesel-powered mobile equipment,
and this is therefore an appealing area to tackle.

MELODIE MICHEL
Reporter,
Energy and Mines
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T

he Energy and Mines World Congress, held last
December in Toronto, was an opportunity for miners
to share their experience in procuring an alternative
to diesel fleets. While hydrogen seems to hold a lot of
future promise for heavy haulage equipment, currently
available technology consists mainly of battery-operated vehicles. But
powering mining fleets with electricity is bound to have an impact on
the site’s power load.
For some in the renewable energy world, the spread of electric fleets
is set to give a boost to the clean electricity sector, with miners and
utilities looking to solar and wind to fulfil the added power needs.
Speaking at the conference, Amiram Roth-Deblon Head of Global
Business Initiatives at renewable energy provider juwi said: “Electric
fleets will add economies of scale for renewables since they are additional offtakers. It’s a turning point.” However, the eventual impact
of this trend on renewable procurement is still hard to assess, since
so few miners have electrified whole fleets.

New electricity requirements
On most sites, fleet electrification is expected to increase load requirements for the mine, whether it runs on an isolated microgrid
or on grid electricity. “Imagine taking a third of your power, that
is currently supplied by diesel, and moving that over to electricity
— that’s a pretty significant load,” noted Chris Adachi, Manager of
Sustainability and Climate Change at Teck Resources. This means
that access to a reliable and affordable source of electricity is of the
utmost importance.
When it comes to building the world’s first carbon-neutral open-pit
mine, Nouveau Monde Graphite (NMG) admits that being connected
to a large amount of hydropower made all the difference: “We have
hydroelectric power readily accessible. It’s clean and cheap energy
and the Quebec government is standing right next to us and saying
they want to be part of the electrification process,” said David Lyon,
Director of Electrification and Automation at the firm.
Like NMG, most of the miners considering fleet electrification are
currently served by a grid, meaning they should be able to increase
their consumption more easily than with a microgrid. But this is not
24
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We need to put a lot of people
into the room together,
incentivize good collaboration
with governments, power
suppliers, industry, and the
biggest question is going to be
who’s going to move first
CHRIS ADACHI
Manager of Sustainability and
Climate Change, Teck Resources
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Every single miner seems
to use the same concept
that projects need to
have a payback period
of two years, but we’re
not actively thinking
about the decisions we’re
making today
ANDREW WILSON
Energy Management
Coordinator, Detour Gold
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a silver bullet: depending on the size of the project, technical considerations can still hinder fleet decarbonization. “If we decarbonize
through electrification, it’s going to materially increase our demand
for electricity, and as fortunate as we are to have grid access where
we operate, the supply in transmission just isn’t there. If you look at
where Teck mines are, we have five mines in the same area, so if we do
it for five mines, it’s a lot of increased load on the grid,” added Adachi.
Additionally, the exact increase in electricity consumption is hard to
define, and some even believe power needs will decrease with fleet
electrification, particularly for underground mines. For example,
electrification at Newmont Goldcorp’s Borden mine has turned out
to be about 40% less power-hungry than originally thought (graph1).
According to Maarten Van Koppen, Manager of Energy and Sustainability

Graph 1 - Electrical Energy Use at Borden (source Newmont Goldcorp)
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at the company, who was presenting results at the conference, having
an electric fleet leads to even lower power requirements than with a
diesel fleet, mostly due to decreased ventilation needs.
“It will reduce ventilation requirements, that’s true, but according
to our analysis, eventually, the electricity need overall will go up. If
you fully electrify, the additional electricity required for the fleet will
overcompensate the ventilation load reduction. It’s on a case-by-case
basis,” Roth-Deblon explained to Energy and Mines on the sidelines
of the conference.
Purely based on electricity requirements, it’s unclear how mine fleet
electrification will result in increased demand for renewables: the
exact load needed is hard to determine, and since most of the mines
looking at this option are grid-connected, electrification will not necessarily prompt them to look at renewable sources of power. But the
continued drop in renewable energy prices, combined with increasing utility costs and public pressure for corporates to clean up their
game, are set to make a strong business case for using renewables
to fill any extra demand there is. “Innovation in energy supply and
distribution will be interesting,” added
Adachi. “In British Columbia for example,
For some in
we’re going to need additional power, so
the renewable
we could either pay hundreds of millions
energy world,
of dollars for the transmission, or we could
install some solar. The increased supply
the spread of
and drop in cost is going to change how
electric fleets
we think about that. How are we going to
is set to give
get the power needed for electrification
a boost to the
in a cost-competitive way?”

clean electricity
sector, with
miners and
utilities looking
to solar and wind
to fulfil the added
power needs.
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At least two miners are open about actively
procuring renewable energy contracts
to power their electrification efforts:
Teck Resources and Vale. The latter is
doing so through its PowerShift program,
which targets scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions
with electrification of surface and underground equipment, alternative fuels,
ENERGY AND MINES MAGAZINE

Fleet electrification makes
renewables more efficient
because of the flexible
nature of the charging.
There is a storage
component already
built in, and you can
charge and optimize the
process so that you can
use renewables in ways
you wouldn’t be able to
otherwise
AMIRAM ROTH-DEBLON
Head of Global Business
Initiatives, juwi
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Patrick Marshall,
Vice President
Product Management,
MacLean Engineering
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Sandvik Battery
Operated Machinery
deployed at Borden

power sources and processes, as well as an increased share of solar
and wind power generation.

The storage component
There is another important element in determining how mine fleet
electrification will affect the renewable energy sector, and it has to
do with the way vehicles’ batteries can be used on site. For anyone
interested in renewables, storage is seen as the key piece of the puzzle,
helping to take the sun’s energy into the night and potentially allowing wind and solar to be used for baseload requirements. “Battery
technology is the biggest change in helping us increase renewable
penetration in hybrids,” said Dave Manning, Global Head of Hybrid
at juwi. The problem is, for now at least, storing more than a couple
of hours of energy in batteries is still prohibitively expensive. Fleet
electrification could change that.
31

In a roundtable held during the conference, various electric fleet
providers talked about the possibility of using batteries for energy storage on site once they become too old to serve on vehicles.
MacLean Engineering’s Patrick Marshall explained: “Batteries will
move through several stages of lifecycle, starting from heavy duty
applications for example in trucking, where you would put a premium
new battery, work it hard for several years, then repackage it into
a lighter-duty vehicle for example utility equipment, work it hard
for another several years and then repurpose those batteries into
mining infrastructure.”
“Fleet electrification makes renewables more efficient because of
the flexible nature of the charging. There is a storage component
already built in, and you can charge and optimize the process so that
you can use renewables in ways you wouldn’t be able to otherwise,”
added Roth-Deblon.
But in order to get this benefit, miners will first need to find the OEMs
and battery providers willing to embark with them on the journey.
NMG, for example, is in the process of shortlisting OEMs, but is
still “lacking a major battery provider,” according to Lyon. Pioneers
like NMG, Newmont Goldcorp or even
Kirkland Lake Gold, which electrified the
For anyone
underground fleet at the Macassa Mine in
interested in
2013, will help to push OEMs and battery
renewables,
manufacturers to build the products the
sector requires. As Lyon pointed out: “The
storage is seen
biggest challenge for us initially was for
as the key piece
the OEMs to take us seriously. They all
of the puzzle,
have their own commercial strategies.
helping to take
But since we are so close to Montreal, and
the sun’s energy considering the sheer volume of battery
technology we need, they’re going to use
into the night
our site as a showcase, so there’s less risk
and potentially
on both sides.”

allowing wind
Next steps
and solar to be
It is still too early to tell how much mine
used for baseload fleet electrification will change the busirequirements.
ness case for renewable energy, but Roth32
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Maarten Van Koppen,
Manager of Energy
and Sustainability,
Newmont Goldcorp
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The biggest challenge for
us initially was for the
OEMs to take us seriously
DAVID LYON
Director of Electrification
and Automation,
Nouveau Monde Graphite
(NMG)
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Deblon believes the impact should be felt in the next three years
or so. In the meantime, miners know they have to look at energy in
a much more holistic way than in the past. NMG, for example, found
that by counting battery equipment as fuel in feasibility study, cost
parity between diesel and electric vehicles could be reached.
Andrew Wilson, Energy Management Coordinator at Detour Gold,
believes that a mindset change is required for the industry to take
advantage of all the benefits of electrification and renewables. “We’re
still in transition, and we have an industry-wide challenge: every
single miner seems to use the same concept that projects need to
have a payback period of two years, but we’re not actively thinking
about the decisions we’re making today. Through the process of
trying to really understand the closure plan, for example, does it
still make sense to maintain grid infrastructure, or is it better to
have a microgrid?”
Aside from this mentality shift, fleet decarbonization is set to
encourage cross-industry collaboration. “We need to put a lot of
people into the room together, incentivize good collaboration with
governments, power suppliers, industry, and the biggest question
is going to be who’s going to move first,” pointed out Adachi.
And while it may not end up being the mine’s responsibility, the
greening of utility grids is inevitable, and
that will eventually lead to more renewaIt is still too
ble energy consumption. “If the miner is
early to tell how
grid-connected, unless it’s a very large
much mine fleet
mine, you cannot expect them to green
the grid themselves. But the grids will
electrification
have to clean up too, as will all businesses
will change the
that are utility-scale grid-connected, so I
business case
don’t think that’s a contradiction. What
for renewable
makes sense for miners to do now is an
analysis with external expertise to check
energy, but the
it’s not more economical to have
impact should be whether
an on-site or wheeled renewable PPA, and
felt in the next
that’s irrespective of the electric fleet,”
three years or so. added Roth-Deblon.
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International Forum to
Forge New Pathways in Zero
Carbon High Temperature
Mineral Processing

A

fter the success of the inaugural High Temperature Minerals
Processing Forum (HiTeMP) held in 2018, delegates from around
the world will once again converge on Adelaide for HiTeMP-2.
Building on the outcomes of HiTeMP-1, the internationally leading
forum will continue to drive a multi-stakeholder perspective
of pathways to transition heavy industry toward net-zero CO2 emissions.

High temperature processes are commonly used around the world to produce goods vital to the global economy such as steel, cement, copper, and
aluminium. They are energy-intensive, have a much greater requirement for
heat than electricity and operate with large volumes and low-profit margins
from capital intensive plant in trade-exposed markets.
These features, together with the lack of commercially available renewable
energy technologies for high temperature process heat mean that the sector
has been identified “difficult to abate” with regard to CO2 emissions. However,
these unique challenges are also resulting in new opportunities.
New opportunities are emerging for countries with a coincidence of renewable
energy and mineral resources, so that leading mineral processing and refining companies across the world have already started to respond to emerging
markets for low carbon products.
These markets are driving industry and governments to invest in the development of new technologies with strong potential to lower CO2 intensity in
response. Rapid advances are therefore being made to meet this need at a
competitive price.
HiTeMP-2 will bring together some of the world’s best minds and speakers from
a range of processes, nationalities, and backgrounds to discuss this challenge,
37

spanning industrial end-users, technology providers, researchers,
government agencies and non-government organisations. The forum will examine how key technologies such as solar thermal, green
hydrogen, green electricity and refuse-derived fuels can be further
developed and commercially implemented at industrial scales.
Mr Toru Ono, Technical Director from Nippon Steel, and Professor
Ellen Stechel from Arizona State University are among the many
speakers, who will explore the global drivers and technologies that
are leading to the ongoing decarbonisation of high temperature
processing in heavy industry.
Professor Gus Nathan, Director of the Centre for Energy Technology,
at the University of Adelaide and co-founder of the forum, says that
HiTeMP-2 presents a unique opportunity for stakeholders to chart
the pathway towards net-zero-CO2 emissions for the sector.
“The question of how to transform the heavy industry sector to operate carbon-neutral with emerging technology in an economically
sustainable way is attracting growing interest, both nationally and
internationally” he says.

“HiTeMP-2
presents a unique
opportunity for
stakeholders to
chart the pathway
towards net-zeroCO2 emissions for
the sector.”
GUS
NATHAN
Director of the
Centre for Energy
Technology,
at the University
of Adelaide
38

“There is no getting around the fact that the high temperature mineral processing industries are vital to the global economy or that
demand for their products is expected to grow. However, industry
needs support to transform because it is responsible for one third
of global CO2 emissions – of which half is for high temperature processes (typically more than 800oC).
“Forums such as HiTeMP are crucial in setting the agenda and
bringing leaders from around the world together to create a better
future together.”
The event is an open forum to examine the drivers and potential
pathways to transform the sector. It will address:
• Next steps for the iron/steel, alumina/cement and new energy
metals industries
• Emerging opportunities to lower the carbon intensity of these
processes
• Identification of exemplars in lowering CO2 intensity from minerENERGY AND MINES MAGAZINE

als processing in nations with a strong coincidence of mineral and
renewable energy resources
• key drivers, technologies and trends
• the next steps for the sector, including key enablers, projects and
demonstrations needed to de-risk future investments.
Professor Nathan added, “There is no doubt that the impetus to
change the sector is gaining traction worldwide. However, these
changes are happening relatively quickly in many places around the
world, so that knowledge sharing, new partnerships and coordination
is needed to accelerate the technology development, upscaling and
demonstration toward commercial implementation.
“HiTeMP-2 will help to foster the linkages and understanding that
will ensure the investment in all of our future not only continues but
grows significantly.”
HiTeMP-2 is an initiative of The University of Adelaide’s Centre for
Energy Technology (CET), which delivers innovative technologies
for sustainable, secure and affordable energy. CET collaborates
with industry and other global research leaders to reduce emissions
from the heavy industrial sector for the new, low-carbon economy.
The centre works with technologies that are implementable in real
industrial processes, both those that have been initiated elsewhere
and those that CET has invented.
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Energy and Mines is at the forefront of the mining sector’s move towards low-carbon
production and operations. Since 2010 our event series in Canada, South Africa, Chile,
the UK, and Australia has created and supported a community of miners and energy
professionals that are driving the shift to affordable, reliable, sustainable and low-carbon
mining.
Since 2018 the Energy and Mines Magazine has provided information on the latest
renewables in mining projects, technologies and people in this developing market.
Energy and Mines has built a reputation in the mining and energy sectors as the first
point of contact for connection and information on renewables and alternative energy in
mining. We have strong links with senior mining leaders, renewable energy developers
and key players driving the technology, research, and projects in this space.
For editorial input contact andrew.slavin@energyandmines.com
For speaking, sponsorship or exhibit opportunities at Energy and Mines events contact
adrienne.baker@energyandmines.com
Energy and Mines
2450 Lancaster Rd, #4,
Ottawa, Ontario, K1B 5N3, Canada,
Ph: +1 613 627 2787

https://energyandmines.com
Follow us on twitter
Join our Linkedin Group
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